
You Rock Guitar GEN 2 Features/Specifications 

Hardware 

 

 Pickup Design 

 Pick Guard 

 Detachable 22 fret guitar neck for portability 

 Whammy bar 

 Modulation joystick 

 Bridge mute 

 Standard ¼” guitar jack 

 Stereo mini headphone output 

 Stereo line-in for iPods and MP3 players 

 High speed USB/MIDI interface 

 MIDI output - 5-pin legacy connector 

 GameFlex port connects wirelessly to Wii and PS3 (Gameflex cartridge sold 

separately) 

 Uses 4xAA batteries or USB power (sold separately) 

 

Firmware 

 

 Player Performance 

 Slides up and down neck easier and more consistent 

 Adjustable open damping 

 Adjustable crosstalk filter 

 Monophonic mode (plays like a single voice synth) 

 Tracking and playability/feel improvements 

 

MIDI Control 

 

 New MIDI controller mode supports DAWs like Ableton Live! 

 User defined Joystick to MIDI controller mapping 

 Body Switches to MIDI controller (on/off) mapping 

 MIDI program change stored in presets 

 MIDI mono mode (one channel per string) supported 

 Standard MIDI class driver for compatibility with PCs, MACs, iPads. Works with 

most DAWS, Recording Software, Tablature software and sound modules 

 

On-board Synth 

 

 15 new professionally sampled guitar sounds: acoustics, electrics, basses 

 15 new professionally sampled synth sounds: piano, strings, pads, drums, synth 

leads 

 20 new on-board jamming and practice loops 

 Velocity switching samples supported for future downloadable content (DLC) 

 Stereo chorus effect built in 

 

Presets/Layers 

 

 100 preloaded presets combining sounds, tunings and modes. 

 Customizable Layers can be mapped into used defined zones 

 GUITAR layer and SYNTH layer can be assigned sounds, transposition, volume, 

pan, MIDI channel, zone 

 You Rock Modes include, Major, Minor, Minor Pentatonic and Major Pentatonic 

scales 

 Most common open tunings pre-programmed 



 User programmable open tunings 

 Never Needs Tuning and is always ready to play 

 MIDI program change stored in presets 

 One Shot recorder for on-the-go inspiration 

 

Confirmed Compatible Software: 
 

Recording 

 

 FruityLoops Studio 

 Reason 

 Record 

 Reaper 

 Garageband 

 Logic 

 Ableton Live 

 ACID 

 Pro Tools 

 Cubase 

 Sonar 

 Music Creator 

 Studio One 

 +and more 

 

Tablature 

 

 Finale 

 Guitar Pro 

 MusicEase 

 Mozart 

 Power Tab Editor 

 Sibelius 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


